Experiment Introduction

Goals:
Quantitatively define large scale turbulent structure development in a gravel-bed river 
Space-Time Velocity Matrices
Temporal velocity changes in vertical deployment
Temporal velocity changes in longitudinal deployment
•Duration of high and low velocity regions vary from 1-5s.
•Structures length = 1-5H
•Persist over length of 5.6H
•Structures are tilted obliquely towards down stream end.
•Duration of high and lowvelocity regions vary from 1-3s.
•Persist over entire length of sampling (~6H)
•Structure length = 2-6H
•General pattern often becomes complicated and variable.
Structure Detection Challenges
Figure illustrates PDF of maximum correlation values for longitudinal deployment array.
Time delay increases as separation distance increases.
As the structure evolves in time and space, the correlation values separate into larger confidence intervals.
Flow Visualization Results
Injected milky white tracer into near-bed region of river flow Detected similar phenomena to previous experiments Generally exaggerated in size and duration Slide f illustrates a burst referenced as a "megaburst" due to its extent, intensity, and suddenness of formation.
Distinct vortical motions are visible as structures evolve downstream.
Flow structure mimics funnel-shaped vortex rather than classic hairpin vortex.
Presence of small vortices on back of advecting low-speed region may give credence to Falco (1991) findings for flows with high Reynolds numbers.
Outer flow region is divided into two families of motion: typical eddies and large scale motions.
Conclusions
Large scale turbulent flow structures can extend vertically over the entire depth of flow and considerably longer in length.
Length scales found using each of the three array deployments: Vertical: 1-5H Longitudinally: 2-6H Laterally: 2-10H Structures scale similarly to previous laboratory experiments (even for smooth beds) despite an increase in Reynolds number and bed roughness. High and Low-speed flow wedges develop sequentially in time and side-by-side in space Small scale turbulent structures can not be identified based on technical capabilities, so complex dynamics of turbulent structures remain difficult to predict Flow visualization presents similar results to the previous seminars with exaggerated movement of bursts and sweeps Advecting velocity of high speed fluid is 10% larger than the velocity of low speed fluid -Compares similarly to previous experiments
